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celebrity nude photos
is non-consentual publication
sexual assault?

ê Jennifer Lawrence as Mystique. Only her public photos, not her private ones, are designed for your ogling.
michael capitano › news editor

W

hen it comes to crime, internet laws
have failed to keep pace with reality.
Theft and assault (in the physical sense)
are readily prosecuted. Their cyber versions? Not so much.
The non-consensual publication of nude celebrity
photos of Jenifer Lawrence and many others, hacked
from secure personal accounts, brings the issue to
the fore. What laws, if any, can protect people from
the inadvertent posting of the most private kind of
photographs? Approaching a random woman on the
street, removing her clothes, and snapping pictures of
her is a lewd act of voyeurism and sexual assault. Isn’t
the above the digital equivalent?
Forget about advice such as, “Don’t take nude selfies” or “Shrug it off.” It only reinforces the “blame the
victim mentality” that plagues women when it comes
to the positive assertion and security of their sexual

agency. It is their choice to take the photos or not and
their choice who to share them with, if anyone. All
women deserve to explore their sexuality on their
own terms, not to be exploited to fulfil the masturbatory fantasies of the internet.
I’m glad that authorities have taken this seriously, even if it has only/mainly been for celebrities.
In 2012, the man responsible for hacking naked pictures of female celebrities and non-famous women
was sentenced to ten years in prison—but for hacking
for gain, illegal wiretapping, and aggravated identity
theft. Nothing about the actual content of the person’s actions. It misses that the victim was a woman
whose body was exposed without her consent.
That’s not to say the issue isn’t being addressed.
» see cover, page 11
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West Queen West and the Gentrification Curse
(Second) Hippest Neighbourhood, and probably the name of
Kimye’s next spawn

I

f you were to peruse the Vogue website (don’t
play, I know you regularly do) and glance at
their “Most Shared” stories, you’d find a seemingly innocuous article about global street style.
Nestled in between a slideshow of Kate Middleton’s
pregnancy wardrobe and a video of Nicki Minaj
teaching the “Anaconda” dance to a group of models
(watch if you want to feel sad about life), is yet another
one of those numbered list-cum-article literary monstrosities, which have effectively taken over the internet as a result our ashamedly short attention spans.
Unlike the others, however, this one is notable, if
not for its superior style (still cringing at the use of
“normcore”), than for its content. The list names West
Queen West the second hippest neighbourhood in the
world, outdone only by the Shimokitazawa district of
Tokyo. Cue cheering and hipster hyperventilation.
A deluge of commentaries have sprung up on the
likes of the Toronto Standard and blogTO, many of
them marveling that Toronto beat out Bushwick (!) for
the penultimate position on the list. Recurring comparisons to the Brooklyn neighbourhood reminded
me of another article I had read recently about one
blogger’s quest to document what he perceived to be
the dissolution of New York. The blogger, a resident of
the East Village, lamented that the once vibrant, chaotic neighbourhood that he called home had turned
into a cesspool of heteronormativity, Starbucks, and
football fans. Our New York correspondent longed for
the days of oddballs, poorly regulated food service,
and enough crime “to keep us awake.” Those were the
days, he says, when the urban experience was unpredictable, unregulated, and vaguely unsafe.
The article described a sadly all-too-familiar phenomenon: quintupled rents, small stores being forced
out, and luxury boutiques (or worse, big box stores)
popping up where dive bars once stood. Once the
young and hip (and rich) move in, the reasoning goes,
the path towards commercialization and Midtown
soullessness is fixed. Even if the hipsters moving
into these neighborhoods see themselves as decidedly against such a metamorphosis, its only a matter
of time before landlords catch on to an area’s steadily
increasing popularity and eventually drive out small
and quaint businesses with egregious rent hikes.
Consequently, when I saw West Queen West singled out on the Vogue list, I couldn’t help but think
this was its swan song. If the multiplicity of vegan
bakeries and artisanal coffee shops are any indication,
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“Be just. And if you can’t be just, be arbitrary.”
william s. burroughs

ê Nicotine and refuse: WQW at its finest.
WQW is already a lost cause. But surely hipness consists of more than just proto-gentrified dive bars,
boarded up store fronts, and diners that fail to meet
basic hygiene standards. The markers of coolness are
after all just that: superficial signifiers of eccentricity, implying a vague sense of lawlessness and nonconformity. These seem quite separate from what
it is that truly gives a city its personality: a vibrant
culture of human characters, living creatively and
in resistance of suburban pedestrianism. And this
requires, of course, a healthy dose of tolerance, which
Torontonians seem to have in spades.
In opposition to New York’s gentrification complex, then, I’d argue that the onset of hipness needn’t
necessarily signal the end of uniqueness and soul.
By some standards (the presence of Starbucks and
the price of a meal at the Drake), WQW has already
bent to commercialism and yuppie culture. By others
(excellent galleries, no-pretense watering holes, and
one of the best independent bookstores in the city), it
preserves an atmosphere of eccentricity and a sense
of community. Which of these factors ought to be
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accorded greater weight? Should WQW be regarded
as staunchly preserving its eclecticism, or are we
watching a neighbourhood unravel before our eyes?
Perhaps only time will tell whether the West Queen
West will go the way of Williamsburg and Greenwich
Village. In the meantime, we can take solace in truly
hip and as-yet-undiscovered Dundas West (but don’t
tell Vogue I said that).
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For the article about New York, see:
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To the Class of 2017

Welcome to Osgoode for what promises to be an amazing year!
lorne sossin › dean

2

014 will mark Osgoode’s 125th Anniversary
and we have a range of special events to ring
in this milestone year. This will include the
installation of Charles (Ya’Ya) Heit’s signature indigenous carvings which will transform the
atrium in Gowlings Hall, and Austin Cooper’s collection of paintings and photographs which will
transform our white walls into narratives of expression. Professor Bruce Ryder will lead a group of students and Julie Lassonde (one of Osgoode’s two
Artists in Residence this year) on a trip to Winnipeg
to participate in the launch of Canada’s Museum of
Human Rights. Professor Andree Boisselle will lead
Osgoode’s first
ever “Aboriginal
Aw a r e n e s s
Camp,” set to
bri ng students
and faculty to
Cape Croker, home to the Anishinaabe community at
Neyaashiinigmiingand and Osgoode grad and former
faculty member John Borrows (now at the University
of Victoria) who has collaborated on this initiative.
This fall will also feature the launch of several
important digital services that flow from last year’s
consultations and plans around the Osgoode Digital
Initiative. First, we will mark the establishment this
year of Osgoode’s Digital Commons, an open access
one-stop portal for all Osgoode’s scholarship and
publications, which will ensure the research of our
faculty and students shape the public debate. Second,
Osgoode’s MyJD is now live, which will enable students to access the services they need on the platforms they use. We also launched Just Balance [www.
justbalance.ca] in September. This Osgoode led collaboration among Ontario law schools provides
resources, advice and mentorship for students experiencing mental health issues while at Law School.
Kudos to Counsellor and Wellness Officer, Melanie
Goela (’03), her colleagues at our partner schools, and
the team of students who worked so hard to make this
idea a reality.
As we look forward to the themes for the coming
year, accessibility is an aspiration that unites several important projects. First, in honour of the 125th
Anniversary year, a group of dynamic Osgoode JD

students are leading a fundraising campaign to raise
$125K for debt relief, which will be matched by the
law school and again by our alumni. Second, we plan
to announce this fall our first ever income contingent loan pilot program to commence in 2015, under
which participating students will pay for law school
only when they graduate and only when they sufficient income to afford the cost. If a graduate chooses
a career path which does not generate that level of
income, the loan is forgiven. Third and finally, we are
striking the Accessible JD Working Group which will
explore the possibility of a flex-time JD which students who cannot afford to give up full time work or
family responsibilities will nonetheless be able
to pursue their
legal education at
Osgoode. Taken
together, and alongside the existing range of financial assistance measures, I believe these initiatives
advance our goal of seeing no student denied the
opportunity for legal education at Osgoode due to
financial barriers.
This year at Osgoode will also be animated by new
faces. We welcome two academic stars who joined
Osgoode’s faculty in July 2014, Professor Amar Bhatia
and Signa Daum Shanks. In addition, our teaching
and research program this year will be enriched by a
host of Visiting Professors, including Amy Cohen, Fay
Faraday, and Martha Simmons, Catalyst Fellowship
holder Mai Taha, and the McMurtry Visiting Clinical
Fellowship recipients Joanna Birenbaum, David
Estrin, Dahlia Saibil, and Susan Wolburgh Jenah.
Just as we embrace those who will shape Osgoode’s
community this year (and into the future), we also
note important departures. This is the first fall at
Osgoode without the passionate presence of Professor
Michael Mandel (who passed away in October 2013)
and Neil Brooks (who retired in December 2013).
Additionally, two of our most beloved and longest
serving staff members have chosen to retire, Penny
Spence in the Financial Services Office and Jennis
Carter in MDC. While each departure creates a void,
they also serve as a reminder of how much better off
we are as a community for their dedicated years of

“Your years at Osgoode will be
shaped by continuity and change.”

ê Dean Sossin welcomes you with a friendly smile.
service to Osgoode.
Looking back and looking forward, the bonds that
tie together the Osgoode community continue to resonate – especially the desire to see law as a journey to
justice. Your years at Osgoode will be shaped by continuity and change. Ultimately, however, your law
school experience will be what you make of it. I hope
it provides for you the same wealth of opportunity,
challenge, support, and sense of purpose that is has
provided and continues to provide for me. As we celebrate Osgoode’s rich traditions¬ - 125 years strong
- our focus will be on how Osgoode will continue to
make history!
For updates on my take on life at Osgoode, including
an elaboration of some of the themes touched on here,
please check out my blog at http://deansblog.osgoode.
yorku.ca/ or follow my twitter feed @DeanSossin. ◆

We’re not just looking for exceptional laWyers,
We’re looking for exceptional people.
Within our firm you’ll find lawyers who’ve closed billion-dollar deals, represented Prime Ministers and argued precedent-setting cases
before the Supreme Court. You’ll also discover adventurers, marathoners and humanitarians. Every year, through our summer and articling
programs, we seek out students who, like us, have both a passion for legal success and a desire to push themselves to their limit.
To read our lawyers’ profiles and see if BLG is right for you, visit blg.com/student

Calgary | Montréal | Ottawa | Toronto | Vancouver | Waterloo Region
Lawyers | Patent & Trade-mark Agents | Borden Ladner Gervais LLP is an Ontario Limited Liability Partnership.

blg.com
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A Message from your Student Caucus Chair
As law school continues to change, Student Caucus
continues to advocate for students
jeffrey hernaez › student chair

W

elcome back osgoode, I hope you
all had a great summer. It feels like just
yesterday that I was a scared and naive
first year and it is quite surreal to be in
my third and final year. Having first joined Caucus as
a 1L Rep, I have always been committed to listening to
student concerns and finding ways to help to improve
the student experience here at the law school. As
such, I am thrilled to be your Student Caucus Chair
this year. With a number of returning Caucus members, a complement of new members, and soon to be
elected first year reps, we are very excited to work
with the student body, the faculty, and the administration. Student Caucus is here to serve you – please
feel free to contact any of us throughout the year with
any questions or concerns.
It is a very interesting time to be a law student, with numerous events and issues developing

outside the walls of Osgoode soon to directly affect
the student body. These subjects include the new Law
Practice Program (LPP) and the continually increasing cost of legal education. There are also internal
issues that will shape the Osgoode experience for
current and future students, such as the structure of
the JD program and the development of Osgoode’s
commitment to experiential learning. It is my hope
that Student Caucus will always play a part in ensuing
that students are getting the most out of their three
years here. Here is a sample of the issues that Student
Caucus will be keeping an eye on during the school
year.

1. Engaging the Student Body
Student Caucus would like to find more effective ways
to reach out and engage with students. One of our
goals this year is to hold informal sessions on specific
subjects for students to come and discuss with their

t humbs down

Mike Tyson endorsing Rob Ford as the “best
mayor in Toronto history.”

representatives. There are a few issues that Student
Caucus could better inform the student body about
and gather input from students. These issues include:
the bell curve in small classes, tuition transparency,
the bursary process, and the LPP.

2. Working with the LSSO
The Law Students’ Society of Ontario (LSSO) will be
a new relationship that Student Caucus will need to
develop and we are thrilled to work inaugural president and fellow Ozzie Douglas Judson. Our goal is to
create a framework for this by amending our by-laws
so that Caucus works with the LSSO on its own terms,
but in a way that also allows us to advocate on issues
common to Ontario Law Students. With three representatives on the LSSO council, Osgoode students
will continue to be strong leaders.

3. Continuing to Advocate on Ongoing
Issues
Finally, there are internal issues that Student Caucus
will continue to work on with the hopes of finding
resolutions at Faculty Council. For instance, in one
of my previous Obiter articles, I discussed how the
Academic Policy and Planning Committee (APPC)
is considering reforming the application of the bell
curve in small classes. In short, the applicability of
the profile to classes under the size of thirty, seminars, and clinical and intensive programs is being
rethought. Furthermore, the students have asked
the administration and the APPC to discuss reforming the course evaluations that we must fill out at the
end of each term. In our view, there could be more
effective ways for feedback to be gathered and most
certainly a better way to provide this information to
students so that they may factor this in their course
selection decisions.
If any of the issues discussed above get your wheels
turning, please feel free to contact us and visit us at
http://studentcaucus.legalandlit.ca. If you are interested in getting involved, Caucus will also be soliciting students to sit on various Faculty Council
Committees, so keep your eyes peeled.
Yours Always Osgoode,
jeff hernaez

2014-2015 Student Caucus
chair: Jeffrey Hernaez
vice-chair: Ryan Robski
communications: Caroline Garrod
3l reps: Darcel Bullen, Craig Mazerolle,
Allison Williams
2l reps: Abigail Cheung, Hannah DeJong,
Davina Finn, Henry Limheng
1l reps: Four (4) TBA
l&l president: Toby Samson
l&l vp internal: Chris West
l&l equity officer: Laura Wilson

© 2012–2014 Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP. All rights reserved. | 416 869 5300
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Welcome from L&L

Here’s what we’ve been up to
toby samson › l&l president

H

ello osgoode. w elcome, and welcome back! It is an exciting year for us
to be here, as this year is the Legal and
Literary Society’s 139th year. Just kidding. While that is true, the big deal this year is
Osgoode’s 125th anniversary. Students just like us
have been dreading back to school for a full century
and a quarter! Now, before I get all “reflective” on
you, I want to take a moment to give you an update on
some of L&L’s happenings.

Orientation Week 2014
First and foremost, I’d like to extend a big hello to
those in the first-year class who have not yet been
forced to endure me and the rest of Legal and Lit.
We’re all nice and approachable, I promise. I’d also
like to thank Steven Broadley, Hongyi Geng, and
Melissa George, O-Week’s Chair and Vice-Chairs, for
all of their hard work that made the week a big success. I guess the rest of O-Committee and the leaders
were alright, too.

Events
L&L has some great plans to make events even better
this year. Vice-President External Bethany McKoy
has created a clubs calendar so that Osgoode’s 50+
clubs can better coordinate their events. No more
flipping a coin about which great speaker to go see!
On the more fun front, Social Convenor Ladi
Onayemi has been working hard to launch
“Wednesdays With Ladi.” At alternating Wednesdays
throughout the year, Ladi will bring together various clubs and sponsors to host a reception in the
JCR. Ladi’s excited to strengthen Osgoode’s social
environment and bring more attention to the events
put together by different clubs and organizations
on campus. Don’t know what all of those groups are
doing? Ladi, with the assistance of Vice-President
Internal Chris West, has set up fun new tumblr to
help everyone stay on top of the Oz life. Check it out at
http://pond-sentinel.tumblr.com/

OzPost
As per usual, 3L Rep Doug Judson had a wonderful idea to help honour Osgoode’s 125th. Throughout
the year, the #OzPost mailbox, which showed up the
first day of O-week, will appear on various occasions
with blank #OzPost postcards. Students and Osgoode
community members will be able to leave an anonymous message, reflection, or drawing in response
to the prompt on the postcard before placing it into
our mailbox. L&L will compile the cards periodically
to share or publish to capture a year in the life of the
Osgoode community.
Now that you’ve been caught up on L&L’s happenings,
I want to share some of my hopes and observations for
the year. Yeah, this is the corny part. Coming up to
my third year at Osgoode, I’ve had the opportunity
to learn a lot about how law school works. You know
what I’ve learned? Like absolutely everything else in
life, law school is what you make it. It can be everything you’ve heard about it, but it also doesn’t need to

ê L&L is pleased to launch the OzPost Project, a community-sourced mail art initiative to mark Osgoode’s 125th year
as one of Canada’s finest law schools.

be anything like what you’ve heard. While this may
seem like advice for the 1Ls, I encourage each of you
to think about what your time at Osgoode has, is, and
will be to you. It is really easy to think that the three
(or more or less) years you spend here must reflect
something in particular, whether it is grades, involvement, or making connections. It doesn’t. It needs to
reflect you - your life, your priorities. Those are, and
should be, different for each and every one of us.
I’ve been extremely lucky to have had a positive
experience at Osgoode, but it isn’t because the whole
system was set up for me. I’ve made my time here my
own, and because of that I know each day that there
isn’t anywhere else I would rather be (even during
exams). When we fall onto a path that doesn’t feel that
right, it becomes easy to get bogged down in the negatives. And I’ll level with you - at law school, there
are a fair few negatives. How do you move past them?
I don’t think you do. Rather, you move through them.
For some negatives and some people, all you can seem
to do is survive. But, I think a little adversity can go
a long way, and great ideas and changes rarely come
because everything is peachy keen.
On that note, as your student representatives,
we’re here to help make things at Osgoode better.
But we can’t do it alone. I challenge you to make the
most of your time this year by speaking up, both

about what you like and what you don’t. We are all
here to listen, and you would be surprised how many
small problems exist simply because no one is aware
of them. You’re welcome to come chat with me in the
JCR Wednesdays from 2:30-4, to get at us through
e-mail, or to stop us in the halls. Please, though, come
talk to us about how Osgoode is treating you, and
how you can help improve Osgoode so we can have
another solid 125 years.
Have an excellent year.
tobes

Legal and Lit 2014 – 2015 Executive
president: Toby Samson
student caucus chair: Jeffrey Hernaez
vice-president internal: Christopher West
vice-president external: Bethany McKoy
treasurer: William Lu
secretary: Alessandra Hollands
equity officer: Laura Wilson
social convenor: Oladipo Onayemi
3l representative: Douglas Judson
2l representative: Dylan Augruso
1l representatives: TBD

t humbs UP

Apple’s new iWatch debuting after a 5-year
innovation hiatus.
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The Canadian Forum on Civil Justice
Get to know the cfcj on campus
hannah de jong ›
communications assistant, cfcj

T

he ca na dia n forum on Civil Justice is a
national non-profit organization based at
Osgoode Hall Law School, with the mandate
of making the civil justice system more accessible, effective, and sustainable through research and
advocacy. We’re happy to be a part of the thriving
academic community at Osgoode, inspiring students
to be passionate about access to justice.
Our nation is in a current state of crisis –
Canadians are not getting access to the justice they
need. For example, did you know that taking just a
two-day civil action to trial costs between $13,500
and $37,200? Canadians today are struggling to
access justice as the costs of legal services and length
of legal proceedings climb steadily upwards.
Our current major initiative is a national “Cost of
Justice” survey which seeks to discover how much
justice is costing Canadians in terms of money,
health, time, and other costs. The project recently
completed data collection for over 3000 respondents. Over 35% of people reported stress, health,
family, and/or social issues as a result of experiencing
legal problems. Over a three-year period, over 50%
of adults reported experiencing one or more legal
problems. The most common problems were related
to consumer, debt, and employment issues. We look
forward to sharing more findings from the survey in
the coming months.
The Canadian Forum on Civil Justice has a regular column in Obiter Dicta to provide the latest news,
events, and information on access to justice issues. If
you would like to be involved with the CFCJ, we are
looking for submissions for our “Access to Justice”
blog. Contact us at communications@cfcj-fcjc.org if
you have a topic idea or would like to contribute!

t humbs UP

Ferguson officers now equipped with body
cameras instead of guns.

reimbursement policy
We invite submissions on virtually any subject, but we will offer reimbursements of up to
$20 for reviews of local events, films, or the pub you were at last night.
If contributors wish to take advantage of our reimbursement program, please submit your pitches to the
Editorial Board for approval first. In order to be eligible, contributors must submit receipts of any expenses they
seek reimbursement for. The number of reimbursement offered per issue is limited, and will be approved on a
first-come-first-serve basis. We are also happy to apply for media accreditation for events that require it.

Stronger roots lead
to greater growth
Are you looking for a challenging and stimulating
environment where you can roll up your sleeves and
dig in to the business of law? Come and put down
roots with Lerners. With over 80 years of experience,
we’ve grown to be one of Ontario’s leading law firms.
We’ve nurtured the professional and personal growth
of hundreds of students. Let us help you maximize
your talents and energies so you can become the best
lawyer you can be!

The CFCJ is located at Osgoode in 3015. Want more
information about access to justice issues and CFCJ’s
work? You can “like” our Facebook page at www.
facebook.com/theCFCJ, follow us on Twitter @CFCJ_
FCJC, or visit our webpage at www.cfcj-fcjc.org. ◆

To get the whole picture, visit www.lerners.ca.
London
Tel. 519.672.4510 Fax. 519.672.2044
80 Dufferin Avenue, P.O. Box 2335
London, ON N6A 4G4
Toronto
Tel. 416.867.3076 Fax. 416.867.9192
2400-130 Adelaide Street West
Toronto, ON M5H 3P5
www.lerners.ca
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My Second First Day

Second chances don’t come often – I intend to make the most
out of mine
gleb matushansky › contributor

M

y second first day came just this past
week. How the tables have turned…
I first came to York University as a
biotechnology student in 2006. To be
honest, it was because I took the easy way out and
decided to live at home. After having a less-thanstellar time in my chemistry classes, I realized that
the dream of medical school was over; I had to decide
what to do next, and I was clueless. On the one hand,
history, psychology, and politics had always interested me – but what was I to do as a graduate? I knew
I didn’t want to teach and I knew that I didn’t want
to be an overqualified Starbucks barista (I don’t drink
coffee and can’t make pretty shapes out of syrup, so
that life wasn’t meant to be). I decided to focus on
something that would have some real-world value,
even if limited; thus began my foray into marketing. I wasn’t studious, I wasn’t engaged, and I wasn’t
ambitious, so I coasted by until I graduated. I didn’t
make many friends, didn’t explore opportunities, and
didn’t realize how lucky I was to be a student. I was
busy going out with my high school friends, drinking
and getting into trouble, clubbing and coming home
after dawn. I only found that out when the OSAP bill
came due, and when I started full-time work.
Nearly two years after graduating, I decided to
write the LSAT, almost on a whim. I was busy watching
as many TV shows as possible and saw a foreign show
about a mob boss who acted as an arbitrator between
warring factions. At the time, I was practicing for the
GMAT because I figured the only thing more valuable
than a useless business undergrad is an MBA. Fast forward a few months, and once I started studying for
the LSAT, I found it much more refreshing, intellectually stimulating, and interesting than studying for
the GMAT. For the first time in my life, I was applying
myself to an academic pursuit; it’s not that I couldn’t
have done so before, it’s just that I wasn’t interested in
what was going on in the classroom.
After obtaining a decent mark, I set out on applying to schools. I applied across Canada and spent
weeks perfecting every part of my application. I knew
that it was an uphill battle, that as a splitter with a
fairly terrible GPA, I wasn’t going to make it into any
school, no matter where, without a fight. Then, while
on a trip with my then-girlfriend to Mexico, I heard
the good news – I was in! Sure, it was Manitoba and
I’d have to leave home, but at least I felt some shred
of success. Saskatchewan followed a day later, Alberta
a few weeks after that, and towards the summer,
Windsor. At the time, I thought that this was the best
year of my life – after all, I got my Windsor acceptance
only a week or so after arriving back from a European
vacation where I had proposed. I was ecstatic that I
wouldn’t have to leave the province and happy that
an Ontario school had taken a chance on me. I was
starting a new chapter in my life and I was committed to making the most of my second chance at being
a student. I met a lot of amazing people during my
time at Windsor, joined clinics, wrote for the paper,
and focused on doing well in school and proving my
worth so that I could transfer. That is, when I wasn’t
commuting back and forth every weekend, which
would take me anywhere between 8 and 12 hours.

My perseverance and hermit lifestyle (I didn’t
go out but just shuffled between the library and my
room, when I wasn’t on the way to/from Toronto)
paid off. I found a summer job that I loved and which
I was grateful for, I got to transfer into Osgoode, my
dream school, and I figured out my passion (litigation and arbitration – *insert shameless plug for the
ADR club*). I am now able to move in with my fiancée,
I can plan my wedding, and I even got to travel this
summer. Last year had nothing on this one, clearly.
Through this journey, I learned that you get from
the experience what you put into it. When I got
involved and engaged, I not only became fascinated
with the law, but was able to take advantage of a
breadth of opportunities and advance both professionally and personally. I am now ready to step into this
year, as a 2L, an upper-year, albeit at a new school,
and take full advantage of all the great things Osgoode
has to offer. I begin this school year feeling vindicated,
like I was able to achieve what I set out to do, and like I
can overcome the obstacles that stand in my way. It is
an exciting time for me, to once more roam the halls of
York but this time, with my head held high.
A few days ago, I had my second first day. It was
both my second time coming into York on my first
day, and my second time having a first day at a law
school. I have grown, changed, and developed since
September of last year, and that September eight
years ago. I intend to do things differently. I cherish
the experiences that have led me here, but I intend
to be better, and do better. It won’t be a walk in the

ê BRING IT ON!
park, that’s for sure. But I hope I’m not the only one
who, to borrow from Ferris Bueller, is able to stop,
look around, and appreciate this magnificent time in
our lives. ◆

Be who you are.

Law is what we do, but it doesn’t define us. We’re looking for
individuals who are passionate about everything in life, including
being a lawyer. If this sounds like you, please check us out at
www.torys.com to learn more about us.
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The Obiter goes abroad

Your Guide to International Exchange Programs
for Osgoode Students
marie park › arts & culture editor

W

h at e v e r you r y e a r of study,
chances are that you have researched
the myriad of options for academic
development and enhancement offered
by Osgoode. Among these opportunities, Osgoode’s
international exchange programs have been for years
an important part of what makes our institution
a global nexus for the study of law. With exchange
program agreements with other world-class law
schools throughout the world, Osgoode prides itself
in providing unique opportunities for its students to
become academics without borders.
This article is not meant to read as any sort of promotional endorsement of the exchange programs, but
to be another resource for everyone who is thinking
of a semester abroad. This piece serves to introduce
to you a series of articles to come, with the purpose
of giving first-hand insight and stories from exchange
alumni students from across the world.
Firstly, here is a brief overview of the kinds of programs available through Osgoode. Categorically, there
are programs offered directly through Osgoode’s
international partner schools, others through York
International partner schools, and summer semesters
abroad. The range of opportunities is even greater, as
students may request to arrange their own semester abroad at non-partner schools through a Letter of
Permission. Apart from full-credit semesters abroad,
there are other ways to combine international studying as a law student, such as through internships and
Osgoode’s Teach in China program.
For those of you unfamiliar with how an exchange
program works,
the
Osgoode
web site
provides information up-front in
brief detail. More
in-depth information and instructions are provided in-person through the individuals coordinating the programs, who also run information sessions
throughout the year to provide the requisite starting point for all students who wish to learn more. The
Osgoode International Programs website provides the
list of the partner schools to perk your interest, so it
is always a good idea to browse through the amazing
selection open for application.
As with many elective options in law school, going
on exchange requires a demonstration of passion and
desire to excel as a representative of Osgoode - and
Canada - at the host institutions. The application

ê Shigenobu Okuma Statue stands among the Ginkgo Trees during autumn on the Waseda University campus.
process takes time and effort, but the experience is
likely to be invaluable. Things to keep in mind when
considering exchange semesters include: significant
time commitment
involved in planning, restrictions
from taking certain courses at
Osgoode due to
being away for a semester, coordinating job applications online (if the need arises), and of course the
extra costs involved with travelling overseas.
The best advice I can give to everyone without the
financial buffer to afford a semester abroad with comfort (a great majority of us), is to not let your budgetary constraints hamper your dreams to become an
international legal professional, as it is an investment
with extraordinary returns. Your lived experiences
make you who you are; let the world be a part of that.
Be a global learner, a world citizen. You will easily
learn that if there is a will, there is a way.
An important note about your brimming

“Be a global learner,
a world citizen.”

t humbs DOWN

Oscar Pistorius ‘clearly negligent’ but not
guilty of homicide.

wanderlust, though, is that travellers must take the
time to self-reflect on their choices. Especially as
young and inexperienced students, we sometimes
lack the requisite knowledge to be mindful guests in
foreign places. The onus is on us of course to research
the common cultural courtesies of that specific locale.
Canada is a largely multicultural society, and it is a
mutually accepted norm to be receptive to cultural
differences, which is a great skill to consciously cultivate in a proactive way as world travellers.
Over the coming months, the Obiter will cover
the personal stories and experiences of Osgoode
exchange alumni. From Copenhagen to Hong Kong,
and many more, we hope to bring you information
to inspire you. As we take this trip, your correspondent will be sharing her own journey as I spend my
exchange semester in Waseda Law School in Tokyo.
If you have any questions or suggestions for this special series, or if you would like to be featured about
your own exchange semester, please contact the Arts
and Culture Editor, at jiheepark@osgoode.yorku.ca. ◆
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Jurisfoodence: Lakeview Restaurant
Food Adventure #1
kate henley › contributor

W

hether you are in desperate need of
a hangover cure, entertaining family for
the weekend, or just plain hungry, there
is one meal that can satisfy all of your
needs: brunch. That is why I have decided to dedicate
this year’s Jurisfoodence column to discovering the
best brunch spot in Toronto. Though I will check out
some of the undisputed “best” brunch restaurants, I
will also be testing my luck at some cheaper, hole-inthe-wall places. I promise to try my best to go to restaurants throughout the city, but realistically I will
probably be sticking to places within thirty minutes
of my apartment.

Disclaimer
While I am not a foodie, nor an excellent cook, I
would like to think of myself as a brunch connoisseur. However, should you doubt my expertise, here
are a few things about myself that may help you in
determining whether or not to trust my judgments:
• I am a 3L, hailing from Winnipeg, Manitoba.
• I had been a vegetarian for seven years until
February, when the tantalizing smell of steak
became too much for me to overcome. Now I love
meat, but will still eat vegetarian meals fifty percent of the time, so I will (hopefully) be able to
find the perfect brunch spot for everyone.
• I cannot function until I have had at least three
cups of coffee; thus, the presence of a good cup of
coffee will likely end up being one of the critical
factors in my reviews.
• To make up for the fact that I know almost nothing about food, I will be bringing along at least
one other person who knows something about
food to balance it out.

The Criteria
Whether you prefer your breakfast sweet or savoury,
there are a few key ingredients to a good brunch spot.
Following my predecessors, I will be rating the following criteria on a scale of one to five Dean Sossins:
1 Brunch Hours: I live in Osgoode Chambers, so by
the time I get out of bed and make it downtown
will I be too late to enjoy brunch?
2 Wait time/Service: I’m hungry and hung over
– how quickly can I get a table? How quickly
will my food come? Friendly service or smug
indifference?
3 Atmosphere: Can I talk candidly about last night’s
hook-up? Can I bring grandma? Can I wear sunglasses inside without judgment?
4 Coffee: Dishwater or strong enough to lessen the
grating voices of my brunch companions?
5 LLBO licensed: It isn’t brunch without a mimosa
or an Irish coffee – can I get that here?
6 Food: Is there enough to satisfy my hunger?
Greasy and delicious?
7 Cost: I spent all my money at pub night – how
cheap is this meal?

ê Above: Eggys in a basket. Below: Portobello and spinach eggs benny.
With these criteria in mind, I set out on my first
brunch adventure the morning after the first pub
night of the year.

considering the restaurant was dead. In terms of
the service, the server seemed to grow friendlier the
more he realized that I was hung over.

The Lakeview Restaurant

Atmosphere

1132/1134 Dundas St. West

Though not dirty, the Lakeview is a dingy, old-school
diner that seems to have been bought out by hipsters. It is the perfect atmosphere for a morning after
drinking – you can definitely wear your sunglasses
inside (I say this from personal experience), and you
can almost certainly have candid conversation without the next table over hearing too much detail. You
may want to consider a different brunch location if
trying to impress your grandma.

Chosen almost entirely based on the fact that it is
within a ten minute walk of my apartment and I was
feeling eight out of ten on the hangover scale.

Brunch Hours
The Lakeview serves brunch twenty-four hours a day,
so not only will those of you living on-campus be able
to make it for brunch, you can get it immediately after
pub night.

Wait Time/Service
When I arrived, it was just after noon on a Friday
and the place was almost completely empty. This
meant I did not have to wait for a table, but it’s difficult to judge what the weekend wait time would be.
Unfortunately, I had to wait nearly thirty minutes
for my food and was impatient by the time it came

Coffee
Though bottomless, the coffee at the Lakeview is
extremely weak. Luckily, I had stopped to get a cup
elsewhere prior to going in and I would recommend
that any serious coffee drinkers do the same. If you
are into espresso-based drinks, they have all the
standards.
» see food, page 11
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Assessing the future of the Toronto Blue Jays
Why the upcoming season is key
evan ivkovic › sports editor

L

ast sat ur day on September 7, the Toronto
Blue Jays lost 4-3 to the Boston Red Sox.
Earlier on Friday of the same week, the Jays
also lost a close game to the Red Sox, giving
up a 6-3 lead late in the game and ultimately losing
9-8 in the bottom of the tenth inning, even after
scoring two runs in the top of the inning. On that
same Friday, Melky Cabrera (one of the more durable Jays players in a season where key position players Adam Lind, Edwin Encarnacion, and Brett Lawrie
have missed significant time due to injury) was pulled
from the game early due to a fractured right pinky.
Melky will have surgery on the pinky and will be out
for the rest of the year.
After those two key losses to a mediocre
Red Sox team, the Jays stand six games behind the
second wild card spot with only twenty-one games
left to play. After surging to an early lead in the AL
East standings where the Jays, at their best, were
estimated to have an 80% chance of making the playoffs, MLB.com has the Jays’ current playoff odds (as of
September 7) at less than 1%. Needless to say, the Jays
have turned in another disappointing season, with
this one being particularly frustrating for fans due to
the season’s early promise.
But there were glimmers of hope in that
Friday game, as deflating as it was to cough up the
lead so late. Although he looked like he was struggling a bit with his command and only pitched for a
third of an inning, Dan Norris made his major league
debut and ultimately struck out David Ortiz (one of
Boston’s only good hitters and a consistent baseball
star in his own right) on a breaking pitch that froze
him for strike three. The Jays also called up Dalton
Pompey with the expansion of MLB rosters, a promising switch hitter with plus running and plus defense
at centerfield, after a torrid rise from A ball to AAA.
Aaron Sanchez had already been with the team
at the time of the influx of rookie call-ups, and thus
far he has pitched 24.2 innings with a sparkling 1.46
ERA, in addition to a 2.28 FIP and 2.31 xFIP according to Fangraphs. Sanchez, whose fastball tops out
at 98 MPH when pitching out of the bullpen, has
more or less taken on the closer role with the club,
with Jansen being relegated to “secondary closer”
who closes games only when Sanchez is unavailable. Though Sanchez is excelling out of the bullpen, the team figures him for a starter, and prior to
pitching in relief in the majors he had been groomed
as a starter in the minor leagues. The Jays also called
up intriguing pitcher Kendall Graveman, who had
excellent surface stats in the minors and who quickly
rose up the ranks. He doesn’t strike guys out, which
raises concerns about whether his stuff can play at
the major league level, but nevertheless he has been
a pleasant surprise and adds some depth to the farm.
The Jays also have young pieces Stroman and
Hutchison currently forming two fifths of the rotation, with Stroman in particular boasting a wide arsenal of average to above average pitches he commands
well, including a plus fastball with excellent vertical
and horizontal rotation and a plus slider with excellent break. Hutchison lacks the same caliber stuff that

ê Melky after witnessing the Jays lose.
Stroman has, but he sports an above average fastball
with movement and late break and a solid three pitch
arsenal, and for such a young age, he has good command of his pitches. Though Hutchison’s ERA sits at
4.47, he has had some standout games, including a
complete game against Texas where he only gave up
three hits and one walk. Also, Hutchison’s FIP is a
more impressive 3.84, and it would be fair to say that
he is losing gas as the season is progressing, which is
not surprising due to his increased innings load in the
majors relative to his innings load prior to this season
in the minor leagues. Dan Norris, Stroman, Sanchez
and Hutchison are four promising young pieces that
could form an important part of the Jays’ rotation for
many years to come.
Nevertheless, what Alex Anthopolous does during
the off season is absolutely pivotal, and the task of
improving this Jays team is not an easy one, particularly due to opaqueness regarding payroll and
Toronto’s difficulty in attracting free agents. This
offseason, the Jays have three key players who will
become free agents in Colby Rasmus, Melky and
Casey Jansen. In addition, the Jays have team options
on JA Happ and Brandon Morrow and can buy out the
remainder of Lind’s deal. The Jays are almost guaranteed to not exercise Morrow’s option and are likely to
buy out Lind’s deal as he is essentially a platoon bat
with bad defense, though whether or not the team
picks up Happ’s option is difficult to predict, as he
has been solid but there may be a glut of pitchers in
the rotation and Rogers may be imposing harsh payroll parameters. It would be fair to say that Colby
will not return with the team and will probably not
even be given the qualifying offer, as John Gibbons
has publicly stated that he will not start Rasmus for
the duration of the season and Rasmus in general has
struggled this year. Jansen seems unlikely to return,

as he has his eye on the closer role and the Jays appear
unlikely to give him that role, particularly due to his
diminishing fastball velocity.
Melky, on the other hand, has expressed a strong
interest in returning to Toronto, and he has had an
excellent year for the Jays. However, it is unclear
if the Jays have the payroll to resign Melky. Signing
Melky would be a step in the right direction for the
team though, as losing both Melky and Rasmus would
give us a depleted outfield. Pompey may be ready to
take over centerfield at some point next year, though
he could still use some minor league seasoning. But
without Melky manning left field the Jays offense will
take a serious hit. With the probable loss of Jansen,
the Jays will need a closer, and in general, the Jays’
bullpen has struggled. Sanchez has done an excellent job, but the Jays hope for him to become a starter.
Brett Cecil and Aaron Loup are key bullpen cogs, but
the Jays need more pieces to avoid giving up so many
leads and losing so many close games. The Jays also
need to look into adding a second baseman somehow,
and it would likely have to be through trade as the
free agent pool of second baseman is not especially
robust and the shoddy Astroturf at the Rogers Center
is likely to scare away any free agent infielders.
In its current state the Jays have a lot of promising
young talent, though young talent is unpredictable,
difficult to rely on and simply may not be ready yet.
The Jays have strong veterans in Jose Bautista, Edwin,
Jose Reyes and Mark Buehrle, but they are only getting older. The Jays have some money clearing up this
year, but also a lot of holes in the bullpen and the hitting/defense to fill. Needless to say, the upcoming
offseason will be absolutely crucial in deciding the
future of the team. ◆
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Several American states have criminalized revenge
porn, and Canada is working it into its cyberbullying law, Bill C-13. Although the Canadian proposal
still has problems that need to be worked out—like
not criminalizing unwanted targets (e.g. unwitting
teenagers) and its privacy violations (see the Supreme
Court of Canada’s decision in R v Spencer)—it’s a step
in the right direction.
The easiest current law to removing unwanted
images from the internet has nothing at all to do with
revenge porn or the theft of nude photographs. The
entertainment industry has been working hard for
the past couple of decades to remove pirated media
from the web. Take down notices are sent for copyright infringement, lawsuits are threatened. But for
personal matters, do the assailants or websites really
care? Users of social sharing sites like Reddit and
4Chan seem reluctant to take down the images of the
affected celebrities and continue to share them with
impunity.
The law should be strengthened to protect victims
of involuntary or revenge porn, provide the requisite
tools to remove the unwanted images from websites,
and create offences for the theft and sharing of them.
With all that being said, it’s time for some fun and
engagement in some criminal law analysis. If this
were a fact pattern, would the situation fit the crime?
Say Person A hacks into Person B’s personal computer, steals private nude images, and posts them on
the internet. Person A does this for the purpose of
creating porn and humiliating the women.
Turning to my trusty Criminal Code (and first
year criminal law summary), let’s put the provisions together. Section 265(1)(a) states that assault
occurs when a person, without the consent of
another person, applies force intentionally to that
other person, directly or indirectly. Section 271 gives
us sexual assault and Canadian case law has given us
two versions of the crime. Assault of a sexual nature
occurs when the sexual integrity of the victim is violated, whether it is for the intent of sexual gratification or for power, aggression, or control.
To my eye, the only (and major) thing unaddressed
is the assault itself. The internet removes the physicality of the act. In our digitalized age, the groundwork tends to already be done for the assailant. And
it would be a stretch to interpret the indirectly from
section 265(1)(a) as applying to the hacking a digital image. The voyeurism offence (section 162) seems
better suited, but applying it to already created
recordings runs into the same problem.
There is clearly a gap in the law. Combatting cyber
sexual assault is a vital element of improving our digital privacy. Yet for now, the creation and distribution of involuntary porn and revenge porn amounts
to little more than, as Jennifer Lawrence’s representatives put it, “A flagrant violation of privacy.” That
should probably change. ◆

LLBO licensed

Cost

Lakeview has $3 mimosas and $4 drink specials daily.
If you are a proponent of the “hair of the dog” theory,
this might just be the place for you.

A mimosa, coffee, and eggs benny ran at $18.75 plus
tax; the double eggy in a basket was two dollars
less. ◆

The Food
The menu is huge and overwhelming. There are nine
kinds of eggs benedict, in addition to about ten other
brunch choices. If you are more interested in lunch
food they also have a number of sandwich and burger
choices. I had the Portobello mushroom and spinach benny, which was delicious though very rich.
The hollandaise sauce is made in-house, and was
extremely buttery – though this made me feel slightly
nauseous at the time, I was informed by my knowledgeable breakfast companion that when it comes
to hollandaise sauce, the more butter the better. He
himself enjoyed the “eggy in a basket,” which consisted of a fried egg and melted cheese in the centre of
two pieces of toast, and came with a choice of protein.
At the Lakeview, all brunch meals come with
house potatoes, field greens, and fruit. Both of us
were a little thrown to be eating salad with our
breakfast, though it would probably be welcome if
you were getting your brunch at dinnertime. I was
also disappointed that the fruit consisted of a single
piece of cantaloupe. However, our biggest disappointment was the house potatoes: neither fries nor hashbrowns, they were similar to soggy all-dressed chips.

fin a l SCORE
service: 2/5
atmosphere: 3/5
food: 3/5
overall:

From Law Class to World-Class
Aside from being part of a truly international legal rm, you’ll benet from practical, hands-on
experience and exposure to various areas of practice.

Law around the world
thenortonrosefulbrightdifference.com
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ASSIGNMENTS

LUNCHROOM

BACKPACK

MATH

BATHROOM

NEW FRIENDS

BELL

NOTEBOOK

BINDER

NURSE

CAFETERIA

OLD FRIENDS

CHALKBOARD

PADLOCK

CLASSROOM

PAPER

CLOCK

PENCILS

COURSES

PENS

DESK

PRINCIPAL

DOORS

QUIZZES

ENROLL

ROLL CALL

ERASER

RULES

EXAMS

SCHOOL BUS

FIRST DAY

SCHOOL OFFICE

GYMNASIUM

SCHOOLYARD

HALLWAY

SCIENCE

HOMEWORK

SECRETARY

INTERCOM

SEPTEMBER

JANITOR

SOCIAL STUDIES

LANGUAGE ARTS

STUDENT

LEARNING

STUDY

LIBRARY

TEACHER

LOCKER

